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ABSTRACT
This paper describes the development of full flight envelope dynamic inversion outer-loop control laws used to control
airspeed and flight path for two Future Vertical Lift-relevant rotorcraft configurations—a lift offset coaxial helicopter
with a pusher propeller and a tiltrotor. The outer-loop control laws for both aircraft include a control allocation scheme
to account for redundant controls and reduce pilot workload. A piloted simulation experiment was conducted at the
Penn State Flight Simulator facility using a series of high-speed handling qualities demonstration maneuvers to evalu-
ate the handling qualities of the control laws. Overall, the outer-loop control laws for both coaxial-pusher and tiltrotor
aircraft were assigned Level 1 handling qualities for the Break Turn and High-Speed Acceleration/Deceleration tasks,
and reduced pilot workload over previously developed inner-loop control laws. The outer-loop control laws also
improved performance and reduced pilot workload in a formation flying task developed for this experiment. The
coaxial-pusher outer-loop control laws received borderline Level 1/Level 2 ratings for the Pitch Attitude Capture and
Hold and Sum-of-Sines Tracking tasks, while the tiltrotor outer-loop control laws (with their increased value of pitch
attitude dropback) received Level 2 ratings.

NOTATION

Symbols
δcol Symmetric main rotor collective [deg]
δnac Nacelle tilt angle [deg]
δprop Pusher propeller collective [deg]
˙ Derivative with respect to time
γ Flight path angle [deg]
ω Natural frequency [rad/sec]
AAA, BBB, CCC, DDD State-space representation (standard form)
MMM Control allocation matrix
uuu Input vector
xxx State vector
yyy Output vector
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τ Time constant or time delay [sec]
θ Pitch attitude [deg]
ζ Damping ratio [-]
g Acceleration due to gravity [ft/sec2]
h Altitude [ft]
K Gain
nz Normal acceleration [g]
P Power [hp or ft-lb/sec]
Tθ2 Flight path-attitude lag [sec]
V Airspeed [kts]
W Weight [lb]
Subscripts
0 Trim
BW Bandwidth
CAS Calibrated airspeed
cm Commanded response
col Collective
lon Longitudinal
OL Outer loop
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s Pilot stick input
TAS True airspeed
Acronyms
BWLR Bedford Workload Rating
HQR Cooper-Harper Handling Qualities Rating
KCAS Knots Calibrated Airspeed
KTAS Knots True Airspeed
PIO Pilot Induced Oscillation

INTRODUCTION

With the development of advanced high-speed rotorcraft,
through the U.S. Army Future Vertical Lift (FVL) mod-
ernization priority, new high-speed handling qualities re-
quirements are needed to ensure safe and low-workload
piloting in the transition and high-speed regimes. The
Combat Capability Development Command (CCDC)
Aviation & Missile Center (AvMC) Technology Devel-
opment Directorate (TDD) has developed high-fidelity
flight-dynamics models of generic FVL configurations to
provide the government with independent control-system
design, handling-qualities analysis, and simulation re-
search capabilities for advanced high-speed rotorcraft.
Two of these generic models are a lift offset coaxial he-
licopter with compound thrust provided through a pusher
propeller (herein referred to as coaxial-pusher) and tiltro-
tor aircraft. The two aircraft fall under the FVL Capa-
bilities Set #3 (Ref. 1), or Future Long Range Assault
Aircraft (FLRAA) category. The models were developed
using the comprehensive rotorcraft simulation code He-
liUM (Refs. 2, 3), and are described in detail in Ref. 4.
The models are generic in nature and not meant to rep-
resent specific aircraft (such as the SB>1 or V-280). A
rendering of the models is shown in Figure 1.

A set of full flight envelope inner-loop (Rate-
Command/Attitude-Hold, RCAH) control laws were
previously designed and tested in piloted simulation
for both aircraft (Ref. 5). The piloted simulation was
conducted in the NASA Ames Vertical Motion Simu-
lator (VMS) facility using five Army experimental test
pilots (XPs). A set of high-speed handling-qualities
demonstration maneuvers (or Mission Task Elements,
MTEs) developed by the National Rotorcraft Technology
Center (NRTC) and flight tested by TDD (Ref. 6)
were used in the evaluation: Pitch and Bank Attitude
Capture and Hold (Ref. 7), Pitch and Roll Sum-of-Sines
Tracking (Ref. 8), Break Turn (Ref. 9) and High-Speed
Acceleration/Deceleration (Ref. 10). Overall, both
aircraft received Level 1 handling qualities ratings by
the pilots, however it was apparent that outer-loop
(airspeed and flight path/climb rate) control laws would
improve the handling qualities and reduce pilot work-
load, especially for the Break Turn and High-Speed
Acceleration/Deceleration MTEs. This is especially true

for the advanced configurations considered here, since
they both have a redundant control that the pilot must
use to regulate airspeed and climb rate in addition to the
typical pitch attitude and main rotor collective control. In
the case of the coaxial-pusher, the pilot must also control
the pusher propeller collective, while in the case of the
tiltrotor, the pilot must manage the nacelle tilt angle.

This paper describes the development and testing of the
outer-loop control laws for both coaxial-pusher and tiltro-
tor aircraft. A dynamic inversion (DI) architecture was
used for the outer-loop control laws, with a control allo-
cation scheme for each aircraft to account for the outer-
loop redundant control. The Control Designer’s Unified
Interface (CONDUIT®) and design methods of Ref. 11
were used to optimize the outer-loop control laws to meet
a wide range of stability, handling-qualities, and perfor-
mance specifications throughout the aircraft flight en-
velopes. The coaxial-pusher design met the Level 1 re-
quirement for all specifications. In the case of the tiltro-
tor, with its larger value of flight path-attitude lag, there
was a trade-off between the flight path bandwidth and
pitch attitude dropback requirements, and both could not
be met simultaneously for part of the flight envelope. The
larger flight path-attitude lag value for the tiltrotor model
is consistent with other tiltrotor designs (e.g., Ref. 12).

A piloted simulation assessment of the outer-loop control
law handling qualities was conducted in the Pennsylva-
nia State University (PSU) Flight Simulator facility using
two Army XPs. A subset of the NRTC high-speed MTEs
used to investigate the inner-loop control laws were used,
in addition to a formation flying task developed for this
experiment. Overall, the outer-loop control laws for both
coaxial-pusher and tiltrotor aircraft were assigned Level
1 handling qualities for the Break Turn and High-Speed
Acceleration/Deceleration tasks, and reduced pilot work-
load over previously developed inner-loop control laws.
The outer-loop control laws also improved performance
and reduced pilot workload in a formation flying task de-
veloped for this experiment. The coaxial-pusher outer
loops received borderline Level 1/Level 2 ratings for
the Pitch Attitude Capture and Hold and Sum-of-Sines
Tracking tasks, while the tiltrotor outer loops (with their
increased value of pitch attitude dropback) received Level
2 ratings.

The remainder of this paper provides a brief overview of
the coaxial-pusher and tiltrotor models. Following that, a
description of the flight control systems for both aircraft
is given, including the architecture, design specifications,
and optimization results. After a brief description of the
simulation experimental setup, the results of the experi-
ment are provided first for the coaxial-pusher and then for
the tiltrotor. This will be followed by a discussion of the
results and conclusions.
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(a) Coaxial-pusher

(b) Tiltrotor

Fig. 1. Generic aircraft schematics.

VEHICLE MODELS

The flight-dynamics models of the lift offset coaxial-
pusher and tiltrotor configurations were developed us-
ing HeliUM-A, the CCDC AvMC TDD in-house flight-
dynamics modeling software tool developed as an exten-
sion to the University of Maryland HeliUM simulation
model (Refs. 2, 3). HeliUM-A uses a finite-element ap-
proach to model flexible rotor blades with coupled non-
linear flap/lag/torsion dynamics to capture structural, in-
ertial, and aerodynamic loads along each blade segment,
a key requirement for these advanced rotorcraft configu-
rations. Blade, wing, and fuselage aerodynamics come
from nonlinear lookup tables, and the rotor airwakes are
modeled using a dynamic inflow model. A multi-body
like modeling approach is used to build the aircraft con-
figuration from its independent components (e.g., fuse-
lage, wing, nacelle, etc.), which allows modeling of arbi-
trary aircraft configuration with multiple rotors.

The models are generic and are not meant to repre-
sent specific industry designs. Both aircraft have gross
weights of roughly 32,000 lbs and fall into the FVL Ca-
pabilities Set #3, or Future Long Range Assault Air-
craft (FLRAA) category. The flight dynamics of both
aircraft are modeled from hover to V = 300 kts, how-
ever, the maximum airspeeds of the models are limited to
VH = 240 kts for the coaxial-pusher and VH = 280 kts for
the tiltrotor using notional engine models.

The coaxial-pusher configuration was derived from a pre-
vious rotorcraft sizing trade-off study (Ref. 13), which
gives the overall dimensional and weight characteristics
as well as key rotor and aircraft aerodynamic properties.
The generic tiltrotor configuration was derived from scal-
ing geometric, inertial, and structural properties of the
XV-15, V-22, and the notional NASA Large Civil Tilt-
Rotor 2 (LCTR2). Berger et al. (Ref. 4) presents a de-
tailed description of the coaxial-pusher and tiltrotor mod-
els.

Linear state-space point models and trim data were ex-
tracted from HeliUM-A at a range of airspeeds and alti-
tudes. The linear models contain the rigid body states, the
first two blade modes for each rotor (modeled as one col-
lective, two cyclic, and one reactionless second-order ro-
tor states), three (average, cosine, and sine) inflow states
per rotor, as well as a pusher propeller inflow state for the
coaxial-pusher and second-order nacelle angle dynamics
for the tiltrotor. Overall the coaxial-pusher linear models
contain 48 states and the tiltrotor linear models contain
51 states.

The linear point models were used to develop the flight
control systems. Furthermore, the point models and trim
data were combined to form continuous full-flight enve-
lope quasi-linear parameter varying (qLPV) stitched sim-
ulation models (Ref. 14). These models were suitable
for real-time simulation, and they formed the basis of the
simulation models used in the experiment described here.

FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEMS

There are three controls that the pilot has to regulate air-
speed V and climb rate ḣ for both aircraft configurations
with the inner-loop control laws (previously designed and
described in Ref. 5) closed around the bare-airframe:

1. Pitch attitude θ (governed by the inner-loop control
system pitch axis)

2. Symmetric main rotor collective δcol

3. Pusher propeller collective δprop (coaxial-pusher) or
nacelle tilt angle δnac (tiltrotor)

How each of these controls affects airspeed and climb
rate is a function of flight condition and aircraft config-
uration/orientation. During manual control of the closed
inner-loop system, the pilot must control the two states
with the three available controls, which was seen to in-
crease workload in the VMS handling qualities simula-
tion experiment described in Ref. 5. Therefore, outer-
loop control laws were designed for both coaxial-pusher
and tiltrotor to control airspeed and climb rate. The outer-
loop control laws are based on a dynamic inversion (DI)
architecture (Refs. 11, 15) with a top level representation
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Fig. 2. Top level block diagram representation of outer-loop control system.

shown in Figure 2. The control system consists of six
main elements described in more detail in the following
sections:

1. Inner-Loop Control System
2. Dynamic Inversion [CA and (CB)−1 blocks]
3. Control Allocation
4. Command Model
5. Command Delay
6. Feedback

1. Inner-Loop Control System

The inner-loop control system is based on that pre-
sented in Ref. 5, with several modifications made to
the pitch axis for integration with the outer-loop con-
trol laws. Between hover and and V = 200 kts, the pre-
viously designed inner-loop control laws used a Rate-
Command/Attitude-Hold (RCAH) response type in pitch.
To accept the outer-loop control law attitude command
θcmOL , the inner-loop pitch response type was changed to
Attitude-Command/Attitude-Hold (ACAH) by updating
the pitch command model.

Above V = 200 kts, the previously designed inner-loop
control laws used a normal acceleration command re-
sponse type. Therefore, above V = 200 kts, the pitch at-
titude command generated by the outer-loop control sys-
tem θcmOL was converted to a normal acceleration com-
mand nzcmOL

using the following kinematic relationship
(Ref. 16):

nzcmOL

θcmOL

=
(VTAS/g)s
Tθ2s+1

(1)

where Tθ2 is the flight path-attitude lag, and is taken as
equal to Tθ2 = −1/Zw based on the bare-airframe rigid-
body (or quasi-steady) value of Zw (Ref. 16).

These modifications to the inner-loop control system
make the inner loop appear as a pitch attitude actuator
to the outer-loop control system. Additional information
about these modifications is provided in Ref. 17.

2. Dynamic Inversion

The dynamic inversion (DI) section of the outer-loop con-
trol system is comprised of the CACACA and (CBCBCB)−1 blocks
in Figure 2. These form a feedback loop meant to can-
cel the plant dynamics (in this case the closed-loop bare-
airframe plus inner-loop control system) and make the re-
lationship between the output variables being controlled
(yyy = [V ḣ]T ) and the inputs (uuu) appear as a set of decou-
pled integrators (Refs. 11, 15, 18).

Since dynamic inversion requires full state feedback, a
lower-order (two state, three input) model is used to rep-
resent the airspeed V and climb rate ḣ dynamics of the
bare-airframe with inner-loop control system closed:

[
V̇
ḧ

]
=

[
XV Xḣ
ZV Zḣ

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

AAA

[
V
ḣ

]
+

[
Xθ Xδcol

Xδaux
Zθ Zδcol

Zδaux

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

BBB

 θ

δcol
δaux

 (2)

where δaux represents pusher propeller collective δprop in
the case of the coaxial-pusher and nacelle angle δnac in
the case of the tiltrotor. Since the two states of the system
V and ḣ are also the outputs to be controlled, CCC = III.

The parameters of the lower-order airspeed V and climb
rate ḣ model given in Eq. 2 can be determined analyti-
cally from the bare-airframe model by reducing the bare-
airframe to the rigid-body dynamics. This approach was
used in Refs. 19 and 20, but ignores the effects of the
inner-loop control system. This may be acceptable, since
the inner-loop control system operates at higher frequen-
cies than the airspeed V and climb rate ḣ dynamics. How-
ever, here, system identification was performed on the
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closed bare-airframe plus inner-loop system to identify
the derivatives in Eq. 2. A frequency domain approach
using the CIFER (Ref. 21) tool was used to identify the
derivatives across a frequency range of ω = 0.001− 1
rad/sec. Reference 17 shows a comparison of the ana-
lytical approach and system identification approach, and
demonstrates the benefits of the latter.

3. Control Allocation

Dynamic inversion requires a square system, however the
system representing the closed-loop bare-airframe plus
inner-loop control system shown in Eq. 2 has a redun-
dant input. Therefore, a control allocation scheme is re-
quired. Different approaches were used for the coaxial-
pusher and tiltrotor, which are discussed in the following
sections.

Coaxial-Pusher Control Allocation For the coaxial-
pusher, a weighted pseudo-inverse method (Refs. 22–24)
was used to account for the redundant control (similar to
what was done for the inner loop). The control allocation
matrix MMM is given by:

MMM =WWW−1BBBT (BBBWWW−1BBBT )−1
(3)

where BBB is the control derivative matrix from Eq. 2 and
the weighting matrix WWW = diag{1 20 1} was chosen to
fade out collective input at around the minimum power
required speed VCAS ≈ 100 kts (Ref. 4). The BBB matrix
from Eq. 2 is then multiplied by the control allocation
matrix MMM to get a square matrix that can be inverted for
the (CBCBCB)−1 block.

The control allocation matrix MMM converts the longitudi-
nal acceleration command V̇cm and vertical acceleration
command ḧcm into pitch attitude θ , symmetric main ro-
tor collective δcol, and pusher propeller collective δprop
commands, and as such has units of deg/ft/sec2. The
pitch attitude θ , symmetric main rotor collective δcol, and
pusher propeller collective δprop commands generated by
the control allocation block are perturbation values from
the trim condition at which the control derivative matrix
BBB is determined (Ref. 24). Therefore, airspeed sched-
uled trim values of pitch attitude θ , symmetric main rotor
collective δcol, and pusher propeller collective δprop com-
mands are summed with the perturbation values, down-
stream of the control allocation block.

Figure 3 shows the control allocation matrix MMM as a func-
tion of airspeed V for the coaxial-pusher. As expected, in
hover, V̇cm is allocated primarily to pitch attitude θ (sim-
ilar to a typical helicopter) and some to pusher propeller
collective δprop. As airspeed increases, V̇cm is allocated

less to pitch attitude and more to pusher propeller (simi-
lar to a typical fixed-wing aircraft). In hover, ḧcm is allo-
cated to symmetric main rotor collective δcol, and as air-
speed increases to pitch attitude θ . Again, this behavior
is similar to a helicopter at hover/low-speed and converts
to airplane-like control strategy at high speed. Note that
at high speeds it appears from the plots in Figure 3 that
the ḧcm allocations all go to zero, however, this is because
smaller values of pitch attitude θ are required to generate
the same climb rate as airspeed increases. The third col-
umn of plots in Figure 3 shows a zoomed in view of the
ḧcm allocations at high speed, which show that pitch at-
titude θ and pusher propeller collective δprop are used at
high speed.

Tiltrotor Control Allocation In the case of the tiltrotor,
the outer-loop longitudinal acceleration command V̇cm
and vertical acceleration command ḧcm were allocated to
pitch attitude and symmetric main rotor collective com-
mands only. The nacelles were scheduled with com-
manded acceleration instead of being used as a dynamic
input for the outer loops to control, which was done to
avoid excessive hub moments and over-driving the na-
celle actuators.
Since the tiltrotor lower-order dynamic inversion system
is square, the BBB matrix can be inverted, and the (CBCBCB)−1

block acts as the control allocation. Figure 4 shows the
tiltrotor outer-loop control allocation as a function of air-
speed and nacelle angle. The control allocation is simi-
lar to that for the coaxial-pusher with V̇cm primarily be-
ing allocated to pitch attitude θ at hover/low-speed and
symmetric main rotor collective δcol at high speed. Ver-
tical acceleration command ḧcm is primarily allocated to
collective at hover/low-speed and pitch attitude at high
speed. The third column of plots in Figure 4 shows a
zoomed in view of the ḧcm allocations at high speed.
As with the coaxial-pusher, the pitch attitude θ and sym-
metric main rotor collective δcol commands are perturba-
tion values from the trim condition at which the control
derivative matrix BBB is determined. Therefore, airspeed
and nacelle scheduled trim values of pitch attitude θ and
symmetric main rotor collective δcol are summed with the
perturbation values, downstream of the (CBCBCB)−1 block.
Figure 5 shows the outer-loop tiltrotor nacelle command
schedule. The figure shows the conversion corridor of
the tiltrotor as well as the path through the corridor (com-
binations of airspeed and nacelle angle) that results in a
pitch trim attitude of θ0 = 0 deg (dashed blue line in Fig-
ure 5). Three nacelle schedules are used based on the
sign (positive, negative, or zero) of the acceleration com-
mand V̇cm from the airspeed loop command model. When
no acceleration is commanded (V̇cm = 0, red line in Fig-
ure 5), the nacelle schedule follows the θ0 = 0 deg sched-
ule from hover to VCAS = 140 kts. At speeds between
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VCAS = 140− 180 kts, the nacelle schedule linearly ap-
proaches δnac = 0 deg, and above VCAS = 180 kts the na-
celle schedule is δnac = 0 deg.

During acceleration (V̇cm > 0, green line in Figure 5), the
nacelle schedule is closer to the bottom edge of the con-
version corridor. This tracks the path through the cor-
ridor for fastest acceleration. In addition, this path has
a trim pitch attitude that is θ0 > 0 deg. During accelera-
tion, the outer loops command a negative pitch attitude as
seen by the negative values in the first subplot in Figure 4.
This ensures that the total pitch attitude which is the sum
of trim and outer loop command will not be excessively
nose-down.

Conversely, during deceleration (V̇cm < 0, orange line in
Figure 5), the nacelle schedule is closer to the upper edge
of the conversion corridor. As with the acceleration na-
celle schedule, this ensures that the total pitch attitude
will not be excessively nose-up.

Below VCAS = 10 kts, all three nacelle schedules com-
mand δnac = 90 deg.

4. Command Model

The command model in each axis sets the aircraft re-
sponse characteristics to pilot inputs (i.e., response type,
magnitude, and bandwidth). Table 1 lists the response
type in the axes controlled by the outer loops as a func-
tion of airspeed. The lateral and directional axes response
types were unchanged from those used for the inner-loop

control laws (Ref. 5). The collective stick δcols gener-
ates an acceleration command response type using a first-
order command model:

V̇cm

δcols
=

Kcolcm

τcolcm s+1
(4)

The command model gain was tuned based on the max-
imum acceleration and deceleration values at each air-
speed. Maximum commanded acceleration V̇cmmax+ val-
ues are based on excess power Pex:

Kcolcm = V̇cmmax+ =
Pex

(W/g)V
(5)

In this case, the calculation of excess power as a func-
tion of airspeed was done offline, however, the control
laws can easily be modified to dynamically change the
command model gain Kcolcm as a function of the actual
excess power measured on board the aircraft (as done
in Ref. 20). Maximum commanded deceleration values
V̇cmmax− are based on other aircraft limitation and were
determined off-line as well.

Figures 6 and 7 show the airspeed command model pa-
rameters for the coaxial-pusher and tiltrotor, respectively.
Note that for the stick gain Kcolcm (top axis), two lines are
shown: one for acceleration (positive values) and one for
deceleration (negative values).

For the climb rate response, longitudinal stick commands
climb rate ḣ for airspeeds between hover and VCAS = 40
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Table 1. Outer-Loop Control System Response Types

Speed Range
[kts] Longitudinal Cyclic Thrust Control Lever
0−40 Vertical Rate Command / Height Hold Ground Speed Acceleration Command / Speed Hold
40−300 Flight Path Rate Command / Attitude Hold Airspeed Acceleration Command / Speed Hold

kts using a second-order command model:

ḣcm

δlons

=
Kloncmω2

loncm

s+2ζloncmωloncm s+ω2
loncm

(6)

Above V = 40 kts, longitudinal stick commands flight
path rate γ̇ using a first order command model:

γ̇cm

δlons

=
Kloncm

τloncm s+1
(7)

Flight path rate γ̇ and angle γ are commanded and held,
respectively, above V = 40 kts to aid in decelerating de-
scending approaches. In these instances, if climb rate
was held, the pilot would have to continuously adjust the
commanded climb rate as airspeed varied to maintain the
flight path vector.

Figures 8 and 9 show the flight path command model pa-
rameters for the coaxial-pusher and tiltrotor, respectively.
Here, the stick gain Kloncm was set to match the inner-
loop Kloncm . The inner-loop Kloncm commands 30 deg/sec
of pitch rate between hover and VCAS = 110 kts. Above
VCAS = 110 kts, the maximum pitch rate command is set
to equal a normal acceleration of nz = 2.5 g.

The flight path command model time constant, τloncm was
chosen to have a flight path bandwidth of ωBWγ

= 1.3
rad/sec throughout the flight envelope.

A detailed study of what inceptor configuration pilots
prefer to use with the outer-loop control laws is outside
of the scope of this work. The outer-loop control laws
described here were intended to be used with standard
helicopter inceptors (sidestick, collective, and pedals).
As such, a “Unified” control strategy (Refs. 25, 26) was
used where the longitudinal cyclic sidestick commands
rate of climb ḣ or flight path rate γ̇ and the collective
(or thrust control lever) commands longitudinal acceler-
ation V̇ throughout the flight envelope. Although this
control strategy works well for the F-35B and its mis-
sion (Ref. 26), since it is geared for and more intuitive in
the high-speed flight regime, it is not necessarily the best
solution for a helicopter and its specific mission. Since
the research here is focused on transition and high-speed
flight, this control strategy was adopted, however future

research should be focused on how to extend or blend this
strategy with one more suited for the hover/low-speed
flight regime.
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5. Command Delays

Command delays are used to synchronize the com-
manded and actual states in time, before determining the
error used for feedback. The addition of command de-
lays is typical in model following control laws (Ref. 11),
and is done to account for higher-order dynamics and de-
lays from the actuators, sensors, filters, and flight control
computer processing time that are not accounted for by
the inverse model. Accounting for this additional delay
before comparing the commanded states with the actual
states is useful to not overdrive the actuators. The addi-
tion of the command delays also reduces the amount of
overshoot in the closed-loop end-to-end response with no
added phase loss (Ref. 27).

6. Feedback

Proportional-plus-integral (PI) feedback is used in both
channels of the outer loops, with the integral gain KI con-
strained as a ratio of the proportional gain KP. The ratio
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KI/KP sets the zero in the feedback, and is set to be:

KI

KP
=

ωc

5
(8)

where ωc is the crossover frequency of the loop broken
at the “Outer-Loop Stability Margin Break Point” in Fig-
ure 2. This ensures that the integral gain is effective, with-
out overly degrading phase margin (Ref. 11).

The feedback gains were optimized to meet a compre-
hensive set of specifications, described in the next sec-
tion, using a multi-objective optimization approach in
CONDUIT® (Ref. 11).

SPECIFICATIONS

A common set of stability, handling-qualities, and perfor-
mance specifications, shown in Table 2, was used to opti-
mize both coaxial-pusher and tiltrotor outer-loop control
laws using the CONDUIT® software tool (Ref. 11). The
specifications were divided into two categories—Tier 1
and Tier 2 specifications (Ref. 11). Tier 1 specifications
are key flight control and handling qualities requirements
that drive the design optimization, and are guaranteed to
be met for an optimized design. Tier 2 specifications are
those which are evaluated only at the end of the optimiza-
tion. These are typically alternate requirements that give
insight into the design and generally overlap with Tier
1 specifications. Because they are not evaluated during
the optimization, due to computational time considera-
tion, they are not always met.
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Fig. 8. Flight path command model parameters
(coaxial-pusher).

Tier 1 Specifications

Twenty-three Tier 1 specifications were used for the
outer-loop control laws divided into three categories
which differentiate how they are handled during the con-
trol system optimizing (Ref. 11). The first category are
the Hard Constraints, composed of the stability and sta-
bility margin requirements. During the first phase of the
optimization, CONDUIT® ensures that these specifica-
tions are met, to ensure that a stable system is used to
evaluate all subsequent specifications. Once all of the
Hard Constraints are met, the CONDUIT® optimization
ensures that the Soft Constraints are met, while not vio-
lating the already met Hard Constraints. The Soft Con-
straints are composed of the handling-qualities require-
ments. Finally, once all Hard and Soft Constraints are
met, CONDUIT® works to minimize the Summed Objec-
tive requirements while not violating the Hard and Soft
Constraints. The Summed Objectives are composed of
actuator RMS and crossover frequency ωc. Minimizing
the Summed Objectives results in a Pareto optimum solu-
tion. This is the solution that has minimum over-design,
and therefore makes the most economical use of the ac-
tuators and minimizes sensitivity to noise.

For the coaxial-pusher and tiltrotor outer-loop control
laws, Tier 1 specifications were selected primarily from
SAE AS94900 (Ref. 32) (stability margins) and ADS-
33E (Ref. 33) (handling qualities requirements). Tier
1 specifications include absolute eigenvalue stability
(CONDUIT® name EigLcG1), stability margins (Stb-
MgG1), and Nichols margins (NicMgG1) requirements
(Hard Constraints). These specifications ensure that the
design is stable with sufficient stability margins for each
control loop broken at the input to the control allocation
matrix.
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Table 2. Outer-Loop Control System Optimization Specifications
CONDUIT®

Spec Name Description (Motivation) Axis* Speed Range [kts] Source

Ti
er

1

Hard Constraints (Stability Requirements)
EigLcG1 Eignevalues in L.H.P. (Stability) All All Generic
StbMgG1 Gain and Phase Margin broken at outer loop break point (Stability) V,γ All AS94900
StbMgG1 Gain and Phase Margin broken at inner loop break point (Stability) P All AS94900
NicMgG1 Nichols Margins broken at outer loop break point (Stability) V,γ All Ref. 28

Soft Constraints (Handling Qualities Requirements)
ModFoG2 Command model following cost (HQ) V,γ All Generic
DstBwG1 Disturbance rejection bandwidth ≥ 0.75 rad/sec (Loads, Ride Quality) V,γ All Ref. 29, 30
DstPkG1 Disturbance rejection peak ≤ 6 dB (Loads, Ride Quality) V,γ All Ref. 29, 30
CrsMnG2 Minimum ωc ≥ 1.0 rad/sec (Robustness) V,γ All Generic
EigDpG1 Eigenvalue Damping ζ ≥ 0.5 (HQ, Loads) All All Generic
OlpOpG1 Open Loop Onset Point, pilot input (PIO) V,γ All Ref. 31

Open Loop Onset Point, disturbance input (PIO) V,γ All Ref. 31
Summed Objective (Performance Requirements)

CrsLnG1 Crossover Frequency (Act. Activity) V,γ All Generic
RmsAcG1 Actuator RMS (Act. Activity) V,γ All Generic

Ti
er

2

Check Only
BnwPiF1 Pitch attitude bandwidth and phase delay, forward flight (HQ) P 60-300 ADS-33E
FlpPiF1 Flight path response to pitch attitude (HQ) γ 100-300 ADS-33E
BnwPiL4 Bandwidth, phase delay (HQ) P 60-300 MIL-STD-1797B
BnwFpL1 Transient flight-path response (HQ) P,γ 60-300 MIL-STD-1797B
DrpPiL1 Pitch dropback (HQ) P 60-300 MIL-STD-1797B
CapPiL1 LOES Control Anticipation Parameters (HQ) P 60-300 MIL-STD-1797B

* P = Pitch, V = Velocity loop, γ = flight path loop
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Fig. 9. Flight path command model parameters (tiltro-
tor).

Stability margin were evaluated for both airspeed and
climb rate/flight path loops by breaking the loop at the
outer-loop stability margin break point marked in Fig-
ure 2. In addition, stability margins of the inner pitch
loop were evaluated with the outer loops closed by break-
ing the inner loop at the pitch command to the inner-
loop control allocation matrix. Standard stability margin
boundaries of gain margin GM ≥ 6 dB and phase margin

PM ≥ 45 deg (Ref. 32) are used throughout the flight en-
velope for the outer loops. In the case of the inner loop
the standard stability margin boundaries were used for the
coaxial-pusher throughout the flight envelope. For the
tiltrotor, the inner-loop phase margin boundary was re-
laxed to PM≥ 35 deg for the mid-speed (VCAS = 50−100
kts) speed range, since the standard phase margin require-
ment could not be met.

Soft Constraints include the model following cost speci-
fication (ModFoG2) which compares the closed-loop fre-
quency response in each axis with the frequency response
of the command model. A cost function JMF is computed
based on the weighted difference in the magnitude and
phase of the responses, and a value of JMF ≤ 50 is en-
forced, ensuring good command model following in each
axis (Ref. 11).

Disturbance rejection bandwidth (DRB, DstBwG1) and
peak (DRP, DstPkG1) specifications (Refs. 29, 30) were
enforced in each axis for the appropriate hold variable
using boundaries of DRB ≥ 0.75 rad/sec and DRP ≤ 6
dB.

A minimum crossover frequency specification
(CrsMnG2) was included for each axis. This speci-
fication ensures that the frequency response for each
control loop broken at the input to the control allocation
matrix has a crossover frequency above a specified value.
The minimum crossover requirements are ωc = 1.0
rad/sec for both airspeed and climb rate/flight path
channels. As shown in Eq. 8, the integral gains were
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constrained to their respective proportional gains using
the minimum crossover frequency specification value
ωc = 1.0 rad/sec.

The Eigenvalue damping specification (EigDpG1) was
used which evaluates the damping ratio of all closed-loop
eigenvalues within a specified frequency range and com-
pares them to the minimum required value.

The Open Loop Onset Point (OLOP, OlpOpG1) specifi-
cation (Ref. 31) is included to evaluate the control law’s
susceptibility to Pilot Induced Oscillations (PIOs) and
limit cycle oscillations that can result from actuator rate
limiting. Linear analysis methods ignore the nonlinear
effects of actuator position and rate limiting. However,
the OLOP specification is based on frequency domain de-
scribing function concepts, and is useful to include in the
design process to avoid exceeding the actuator limits of
the aircraft.

Tier 2 Specifications

Six Tier 2 specifications were used as “check only” and
not enforced by the control system optimization. The
ADS-33E pitch attitude piloted bandwidth specification
(BnwPiF1) and flight path response to pitch attitude spec-
ification (FlpPiF1) were include for high-speed flight
(VCAS > 100 kts). The pitch attitude bandwidth spec-
ification is included in the Tier 2 because the response
type for the outer loops is flight path rate. Therefore, the
pilot does not control pitch attitude directly. However,
it is still desirable to have Level 1 values of pitch atti-
tude bandwidth in case the pilot does decide to close the
loop around pitch attitude while in this mode. In addi-
tion, since pitch attitude is an actuator to control climb
rate/flight path for the outer loops, it is desirable to have
a sufficiently fast pitch response.

The flight path response to pitch attitude specification en-
sures that the flight path or vertical rate response does not
lag the pitch attitude response by more than ϕ = 45 deg at
all frequencies below ω = 0.4 rad/sec. The relationship
between flight path and pitch attitude is given approxi-
mately by (Ref. 16):

γ

θ
=

1
Tθ2s+1

(9)

where 1/Tθ2 is the high-frequency pitch rate transfer
function numerator zero. This parameter is a function
of the bare-airframe, and since it shows up as a zero in
the aircraft dynamics, it cannot be affected by feedback
(although it can be through control allocation). Since this
requirement does not drive the optimization of the feed-
back gains it is included as a Tier 2 specification.

Tier 2 specifications from MIL-STD-1797B consist of
the pitch attitude (BnwPiL4) and flight path (BnwFpL1)

bandwidth, pitch attitude dropback (DrpPiL1), and Con-
trol Anticipation Parameter (CAP, CapPiL1) specifica-
tion.

OPTIMIZATION STRATEGY

The control law parameters are gain scheduled as a func-
tion of airspeed for the coaxial-pusher. Parameters were
determined at 10 kt increments from hover to VCAS = 260
kts, for a total of 27 design points. For the tiltrotor, con-
trol law parameters are gain scheduled as a function of
airspeed (from hover to VCAS = 300 kts) and nacelle an-
gle. A total of 71 design points were used for the tiltrotor,
which are also in increments of 10 kts and span the con-
version corridor.

At each design point, the command model parameters
(stick gains and break frequencies) were hand-tuned to
meet the piloted bandwidth requirements. The feed-
back gains were optimized in CONDUIT® using a multi-
objective optimization approach to meet all of the Hard,
Soft, and Summed Objective constraints (Ref. 11) listed
in Table 2

OPTIMIZATION RESULTS

Coaxial-Pusher

Figure 10 shows several of the specifications and the op-
timized design values for several airspeeds ranging from
hover to VCAS = 240 kts. The first two rows of subplots
show Tier 1 specifications: Stability margin, eigenvalue
damping, minimum crossover frequency, and DRB/DRP.
These are met for all of the designs through the optimiza-
tion process.

The last row of subplots in Figure 10 shows several of the
Tier 2 specifications. The first subplot is the ADS-33E
flight path response to pitch attitude specification, which
is met for all of the designs. Recall that this specification
is equal to the bare-airframe 1/Tθ2 (inverse flight path-
attitude lag) and is not affected by the feedback.

The last three specification in the third row of subplots
in Figure 10 are the Tier 2 MIL-STD-1797B flight path
versus pitch attitude bandwidth, CAP, and pitch attitude
dropback specification. The flight path command model
was tuned to give a flight path bandwidth ωBWγ

= 1.3
rad/sec, which corresponds to the flight path bandwidth
values on the specification.

Since a constant flight path bandwidth ωBWγ
value is

enforced for all of the designs, the resulting pitch atti-
tude bandwidth ωBWθ

and dropback characteristics are
a function of the bare-airframe 1/Tθ2 . Higher values of
1/Tθ2 correspond to a shorter flight path to pitch atti-
tude time lag. Therefore, for the same flight path band-
width frequency, higher values of 1/Tθ2 result in designs
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with lower required values of pitch attitude bandwidth
and lower value of pitch attitude dropback (as seen by
comparing the designs at VCAS = 180 and 240 kts in Fig-
ure 10).

Tiltrotor

Figure 11 shows several of the specifications and the op-
timized design values for several airspeeds ranging from
hover to VCAS = 240 kts. The first two rows of subplots
show Tier 1 specifications: Stability margin, eigenvalue
damping, minimum crossover frequency, and DRB/DRP.
These are met for all of the designs though the optimiza-
tion process.
The last row of subplots in Figure 11 shows several of the
Tier 2 specifications. The first subplot is the ADS-33E
flight path response to pitch attitude specification. The
specification (equal to the bare-airframe 1/Tθ2 ) is met
for all of the designs, except slow speed airplane mode
(VCAS = 120 kts, δnac = 0 deg), which is at the edge of
the conversion corridor.
The second subplots in the last row in Figure 11 is the
MIL-STD-1797B flight path versus pitch attitude band-
width specification. All of the designs have a flight
path bandwidth close to the design value of ωBWγ

= 1.3
rad/sec. The slower designs (VCAS = 60− 120 kts) have
pitch attitude bandwidth in the Level 2 region of the spec-
ification.
The third subplots in the last row in Figure 11 is the MIL-
STD-1797B Control Anticipation Parameter (CAP) spec-
ification. This requirement is met for all of the flight con-
ditions except for VCAS = 60 kts, δnac = 60 deg which is
also on the edge of the conversion corridor.
Finally, the last subplot in the last row in Figure 11 is
the MIL-STD-1797B pitch attitude dropback specifica-
tion. Since a constant flight path bandwidth ωBWγ

value
is enforced for all of the designs, the resulting dropback
characteristics are a function of the bare-airframe 1/Tθ2 ,
with lower values of 1/Tθ2 resulting in higher values of
dropback.

HANDLING QUALITIES SIMULATION
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Simulation Facility

The handling qualities experiment was conducted in the
Pennsylvania State University (PSU) Flight Simulator fa-
cility, shown in Figure 12. The simulator consists of a
raised Bell Helicopter BA609 simulation cab and a 5 m
diameter spherical screen which provides 210 deg hori-
zontal field of view and 50 deg vertical field of view. The
simulator has motion capabilities, but they were not ex-
ercised for this experiment (i.e., experiment was carried
out fixed-based).

Inceptors The inceptor configuration consisted of a pas-
sive sidestick [shown in Figure 13(b)] attached on the
right-hand side by the pilot seat, standard active ped-
als, and a standard active collective stick [shown in Fig-
ure 13(a)] using pull-for-power logic. As discussed pre-
viously, the outer-loop control laws used the unified con-
trol inceptor approach. The collective stick is used to
control longitudinal acceleration/deceleration throughout
the flight envelope. In addition, pilots were also able to
use the thumb hat switch on the collective [“1” in Fig-
ure 13(a)] to control acceleration and deceleration. Since
this switch is discrete (commands 0 or 1), it commands
maximum acceleration/deceleration when pressed.

The sidestick is used to command climb rate ḣ between
hover and VCAS = 40 kts and flight path rate γ̇ above
VCAS = 40 kts. The button marked “4” in Figure 13(b)
was used to set the commanded flight path angle or climb
rate to zero, thus giving the pilots an easy way to null
out their climb rate at high-speed, rather than hunting for
γ = 0 with the sidestick. In addition, if the sidestick was
in detent, and |γ| < 1 deg, the flight path rate command
model automatically commanded γ = 0.

Buttons “2” and “3” on the sidestick were not active when
the outer-loop control laws were engaged.

Nonlinear Simulation Model Validation

Before beginning handling qualities evaluations, imple-
mentation of the models in the simulator was vali-
dated. This was done by conducting both closed-loop
and broken-loop automated frequency sweeps of the non-
linear simulation models. The frequency sweep simula-
tion data were analyzed using CIFER® (Ref. 21) to ex-
tract the appropriate frequency responses and compare to
those of the linear point model used in the control law
development. Three responses were analyzed in each
axis to validate the implementation of the feed-forward
and feedback sections of the control laws: closed-loop
piloted response, closed-loop disturbance response, and
broken-loop response. Figure 14 shows an example val-
idation result for the flight path broken-loop frequency
responses of the coaxial-pusher at VCAS = 180 kts. There
is an excellent agreement between the nonlinear simula-
tion and linear models, validating the implementation of
the stitched model, gain schedule, and control laws in the
simulation model. The remainder of the validation results
show equally good agreement between the nonlinear sim-
ulation and linear models and are given in Ref. 17.

Handling Qualities Task Definitions

A subset of the MTEs used in the inner-loop handling
qualities simulation experiment (Ref. 5) was used to test
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Fig. 12. PSU Flight Simulator facility external view

(a) Collective Stick (b) Sidestick

Fig. 13. PSU Flight Simulator facility inceptors.
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Fig. 14. Flight path broken-loop frequency response
comparison (coaxial-pusher, 180 kts).

the outer loops. Since the outer loops only affect the lon-
gitudinal and heave axes, the following MTEs were tested
were:

• Pitch and Bank Attitude Capture and Hold (Ref. 7):
Precision, non-aggressive maneuvers flown using a
special the display driven by a reference attitude sig-
nal composed of a series of step changes. The objec-
tives of these tasks are to evaluate the ability to cap-
ture a desired attitude and identify maneuverability
limitations, inceptor characteristics, cross coupling,
and any PIO tendencies.

• Pitch and Roll Sum-of-Sines Tracking (Ref. 8): Pre-
cision tracking tasks flown using a special the dis-
play driven by a reference attitude signal composed
of a sum of sines. The objectives of these tasks are
to evaluate handling qualities in a tight, closed-loop
tracking task, evaluate the feel system, control sen-
sitivity, and cross coupling, and identify any bobble
or PIO tendencies.

• Break Turn (Ref. 9): A non-precision, aggressive
maneuver composed of a 90 deg heading change de-
signed for evasive combat maneuvering. The task is
meant to investigate any potential handling qualities
issues or cliffs or pilot induced oscillation (PIO) ten-
dencies resulting from aggressive roll-axis inputs.

• High-Speed Acceleration/Deceleration (Ref. 10):
Evaluates up-and-away handling qualities in transi-
tional flight for aircraft that experience significant
configuration changes with airspeed. The maneu-
ver is composed of two phases, a maximum per-
formance level-flight acceleration, and a maximum
performance level-flight deceleration, each of which
has separate performance criteria and is rated sepa-
rately.

For both aircraft, Pitch Attitude Capture and Hold, Pitch
Sum-of-Sines Tracking, and Break Turn MTEs were
flown at an airspeed of VCAS = 180 kts, while a speed
range of VCAS = 50− 220 kts was used for the High-
Speed Acceleration/Deceleration.

As an additional test of the benefits of the outer-loop con-
trol laws, a fifth task was added (Formation Flying) which
was not a formally defined MTE. The task involved get-
ting into formation with a KC-130 aircraft with a trailing
refueling probe, as shown in Figure 15. The KC-130 was
flying straight and level at VCAS = 180 kts for this task
(although some initial investigations had the KC-130 dy-
namics driven by a sum-of-sines signal). The aircraft be-
ing tested started 10 kts slower, 450 ft in back, 250 ft to
the left, and 200 ft below the KC-130. A heads-up display
(HUD) was used (as shown in Figure 16) as a reference
for the pilot to determine the formation position, where
the waterline symbol on the HUD was over the drogue (as
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shown in Figure 16). Since this was not a formal MTE
with defined desired and adequate standards, only com-
ments were collected from the pilots for this task (with
no HQRs taken).

Fig. 15. Top-down view of formation task (roughly to
scale).

Fig. 16. Pilot’s view of formation position (note water-
line symbol over refueling basket).

Pilot Questionnaire and Rating Scales

After several familiarization runs of each maneuver with
each aircraft/control laws combination, pilots conducted
two to three runs for record. Subsequently, they answered
a questionnaire specifically tailored for this experiment
and then used the Cooper-Harper Handling Qualities Rat-
ing Scale (Ref. 34) to provide a Handling Qualities Rat-
ing (HQR). For the Break Turn, and High-Speed Accel-
eration/Deceleration MTEs, pilot also used the Bedford
Workload Scale (Ref. 35) to provide a Bedford Workload
Rating (BWLR). Finally, pilots were provided with a pi-
lot induced oscillations (PIO) rating scale to use in case

they encountered any PIO, however none were encoun-
tered during testing.

Pilot Demographics

Two U.S. Army experimental test pilots (XPs) partici-
pated in the handling qualities assessment. Both had over
2,400 hours of total flight time and primarily flight expe-
rience in H-1, H-60, H-58, and H-47, but other aircraft
have been evaluated. One of the two pilots also partic-
ipated in the VMS simulation (Ref. 5) and was famil-
iar with the tasks, aircraft models, and inner-loop control
systems. The other pilot had experience flying the high-
speed MTEs on a UH-60M Black Hawk (Ref. 6) and so
was familiar with the tasks. He also had simulator tiltro-
tor experience.

COAXIAL-PUSHER HANDLING
QUALITIES RESULTS

Figure 17 shows the Handling Qualities Ratings (HQRs)
collected for the coaxial-pusher aircraft for the tasks flow
in the PSU simulator. Results are shown for the inner-
loop control laws (red squares) and outer-loop control
laws (green triangles). In addition, the relevant results
from the VMS simulation (Ref. 5) are shown for com-
parison (blue circles). The error bars represent average,
maximum, and minimum ratings collected.
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Average HQRs for the inner-loop control laws from
the VMS experiment and PSU simulator experiment are
within 1 HQR for all of the tasks, suggesting that the
PSU simulator provided sufficient fidelity for conducting
high-speed handling qualities evaluations. Therefore, the
following sections will discuss the results from the PSU
simulator experiment for each MTE in more detail.

Comparing the PSU simulator results for the inner- and
outer-loop control laws, the outer-loop control laws im-
prove the Break Turn ratings from borderline Level
1/Level 2 to Level 1. In addition, a half HQR point im-
provement is seen for the High-Speed Acceleration task,
while the ratings for the High-Speed Deceleration are the
same between the inner and outer loops. For both the
Pitch Sum-of-Sines Tracking and Pitch Attitude Capture
and Hold MTEs, the results for the outer loops are bor-
derline Level 1/Level 2 while the result for the inner loop
are Level 1.

Break Turn

Figure 18(a) shows the Break Turn MTE performance
of the coaxial-pusher inner-loop control laws for all data
runs for both pilots plotted against the desired and ade-
quate bounds. Both pilots were able to meet desired per-
formance, although both also had one record run with the
time to complete beyond desired (i.e., adequate perfor-
mance).

Figure 18(b) shows the Break Turn MTE performance
of the coaxial-pusher outer-loop control laws for all data
runs for both pilots. With the outer-loops engaged, times
to complete for both pilots were shorter. In addition, there
was less variability in airspeed V and altitude h during the
maneuver, and the bank angle φ traces were qualitatively
smoother.

Pilot A rated the Break Turn with the inner-loop control
laws an HQR 3 and a Bedford Workload Rating (BWLR)
4. For the outer-loop control laws, Pilot A rated the Break
Turn MTE an HQR 3 and BWLR 3. He commented that
in the roll axes, there was no change between the inner-
and outer-loop control laws (as expected since the roll
axis is identical between the two sets of control laws).
Furthermore, although he was consistently able to make
desired performance with both control laws, there was
“increased workload” with the inner loop, while it was
“very easy” with the outer loop (as reflected in the BWLR
difference).

Pilot A noted that when flying the task with the inner-
loop control laws, he had to worry about airspeed and
altitude in addition to the roll attitude/heading task. With
the outer-loop control laws, Pilot A commented that “air-
speed maintenance was not required at all” and that the

control laws do a “good job of holding altitude.” He com-
mented that his inputs were almost purely on the lateral
stick, with several small pressure/counter-pressure inputs
on the longitudinal stick to take out occasional altitude
deviations. Pilot A commented that he rated the task
an HQR 3 with the outer-loops because the most critical
phase of the maneuver, which was targeting the desired
heading and not overshooting bank angle on the roll out
was similar to with the inner-loop control laws.

Pilot B rated the Break Turn an HQR 4 and a BWLR 4 for
the inner-loop control laws and an HQR 3 and BWLR 4
for the outer-loop control laws. He commented that with
the inner-loop control laws, the most challenging part of
the maneuver was altitude control (which resulted in the
HQR 4 rating), as well as not overshooting bank angle
on the heading capture at the end of the maneuver. With
the outer-loop control laws, Pilot B was able to be more
aggressive and get shorter times to complete.

Overall, the results demonstrate the excellent airspeed
and altitude hold performance of the outer-loop control
laws. In addition, the pilot ratings show an improvement
from borderline Level 1/Level 2 handling qualities with
the inner-loop control laws to Level 1 handling qualities
with the outer loop control laws. An average half-point
reduction was also seen in the Bedford Workload Rating.

High-Speed Acceleration/Deceleration

Figure 19(a) shows the High-Speed Acceleration MTE
performance of the coaxial-pusher inner-loop control
laws for all data runs for both pilots plotted against the
desired and adequate bounds. Both pilots were able to
meet desired performance.

Figure 19(b) shows the High-Speed Acceleration MTE
performance of the coaxial-pusher outer-loop control
laws for all data runs for both pilots. Both pilots were also
able to meet desired performance with the outer-loops en-
gaged, and do so with faster times to complete the maneu-
ver. This is because the outer-loop control system supple-
ments the pusher propeller commands with pitch attitude
θ to accelerate at lower speeds, as seen by comparing the
last subplot in Figures 19(a) and (b).

Pilot A rated the High-Speed Acceleration MTE with the
coaxial-pusher inner-loop control laws an HQR 2 (note,
since this is a low-workload task, Bedford Workload Rat-
ings were not collected). Pilot A commented that it was
“effortless to meet desired [performance]” for this task.
He did not have to make any longitudinal inputs to stay
within the ±100 ft altitude tolerance bounds, but noted
that he could “because there [was] nothing else to do.”

Pilot A also rated the High-Speed Acceleration MTE with
the coaxial-pusher outer-loop control laws an HQR 2. He
noted again that it was easy to meet desired performance,
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but that it took slightly longer to null out the acceleration
with the outer-loops than with the inner-loops.

Pilot B rated this task an HQR 2 with the inner-loop con-
trol laws and an HQR 1 with the outer-loop control laws.
Pilot B similarly commented that it was “fairly easy to
meet desired [performance]” with both inner- and outer-
loop control laws.

Figure 20(a) shows the High-Speed Deceleration MTE
performance of the coaxial-pusher inner-loop control
laws for all data runs for both pilots plotted against the
desired and adequate bounds. Both pilots were able to
meet desired performance.

Figure 20(b) shows the High-Speed Deceleration MTE
performance of the coaxial-pusher outer-loop control
laws for all data runs for both pilots. Both pilots were also
able to meet desired performance with the outer loops en-
gaged, although tended to have more overshoot on the
airspeed capture at the end of the maneuver.

Pilot A rated the High-Speed Deceleration MTE with the

coaxial-pusher inner-loop control laws an HQR 3. He
performed the entire maneuver with two button presses,
first the Set Zero Thrust button (Ref. 5), and then the Cou-
ple Thrust to Airspeed button (Ref. 5), and noted that no
sidestick, pedals, or collective inputs were necessary. The
critical phase of the task was timing nulling the deceler-
ation with the Couple Thrust to Airspeed button press,
which could be done precisely (within the ±2 kts desired
bounds).

With the outer-loop control laws, Pilot A similarly rated
the High-Speed Deceleration MTE an HQR 3. Pilot A
noted that he could be more precise using the collective
for deceleration control rather than the thumb hat switch
(since the thumb hat switch can only command maximum
deceleration). Therefore, with the thumb hat switch he
could be aggressive, but some guess work was required
on the timing aspect which resulted in more over-/under-
shoots on speed captures.

Pilot B rated High-Speed Deceleration MTE an HQR 3
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for both the inner- and outer-loop control laws. He noted
that with the inner-loop control laws, there was an inabil-
ity to accurately stop airspeed. However, he also noted
that predictability of the outer-loop control laws was not
as good on the deceleration as it was on the acceleration.

Overall, the coaxial-pusher inner-loop control laws with
direct control of the pusher propeller thrust, provide
Level 1 handling qualities for the High-Speed Acceler-
ation/Deceleration tasks. In this case, the outer-loop con-
trol laws provided the same handling qualities Level as
the inner-loop control laws.

Pitch Angle Capture and Hold

Figure 21 shows two example record runs for the Pitch
Angle Capture and Hold MTE, one with the inner-loop
control law and one with the outer-loop control laws. The
two runs shown are representative of the additional record
runs. Pilots were able to meet desired performance with
both inner- and outer-loop control laws.
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Fig. 21. Pitch Angle Capture and Hold example time
history (coaxial-pusher, 180 kts).

Pilot A rated the Pitch Angle Capture and Hold MTE for
the coaxial-pusher inner-loop control laws an HQR 2, and
noted that he could be aggressive and that precision was
not a problem. With the outer-loop control laws, Pilot A
rated the Pitch Angle Capture and Hold MTE an HQR 4.
He commented that the initial response was faster than he
expected, and noted the pitch attitude dropback character-
istic that was not present with the inner-loop control laws.
He was able to compensate for the dropback, but referred
to it as “annoying” which led to the Level 2 HQR.

Pilot B rated the Pitch Angle Capture and Hold MTE an
HQR 3 for both the inner- and outer-loop control laws.

He noted that it was “easy to meet desired” with the inner-
loop control laws and that the response was “very pre-
dictable.” With the outer-loop control laws, Pilot B noted
that it required more control inputs to get same effect as
the inner-loop control laws since he was compensating
for the dropback characteristic.

Pitch Sum-of-Sines Tracking

Figure 22 shows the tracking performance for the Pitch
Sum-of-Sines MTE for the coaxial-pusher. Only Pilot A
flew this task for record, and was able to attain desired
performance with both the inner- and outer-loop control
laws.

Pilot A rated the inner-loop control laws an HQR 3 for
this task and commented that the task was “not overly
taxing.” He further noted that there was not much of
a penalty for attempting to over-compensate in that he
could stop the pitch rates generated and move back in the
other direction quickly.

For the outer-loop control laws, Pilot A had similar task
performance to the inner-loop control laws and also rated
the task an HQR 3. However, for the outer loops he com-
mented that although he was able to meet desired per-
formance, it was “more difficult to be precise” and he
was “working harder.” He further noted that the reversals
were more difficult which led him to be less aggressive.
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Fig. 22. Pitch Sum-of-Sines Tracking performance
(coaxial-pusher, 180 kts).

Formation Flying

Figure 23 show the Formation Flying task time histories
for two of Pilot B’s runs with the coaxial-pusher—one
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with the inner-loop control laws and one with the outer-
loop control laws. The figure shows the position error
between the coaxial-pusher and the formation position,
as well as the airspeed difference and climb rate traces
for both control laws. Although Pilot B was able to move
into the formation position equally well with both control
laws, the climb rate trace in Figure 23 (bottom subplot) is
less oscillatory with the outer-loop control laws.

Table 3 lists the lateral and longitudinal stick activity dur-
ing this task. In the lateral axis, there was a 24% re-
duction in stick RMS for the outer-loop control laws as
compared to the inner-loop control laws, while the cut-
off frequency remained almost the same. In the longitu-
dinal axis, where the outer-loop control laws are active,
the stick RMS for the outer-loop control laws was 43%
less than for the inner-loop control laws, while the cutoff
frequency was about 25% less. These values demonstrate
the lower workload of moving into the formation position
with the outer-loop control laws than inner-loop control
laws, and matched the pilot comments.
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TILTROTOR HANDLING QUALITIES
RESULTS

Figure 24 shows the Handling Qualities Ratings (HQRs)
collected for the tiltrotor aircraft for the tasks flow in the
PSU simulator. Results are shown for the inner-loop con-
trol laws (red squares) and outer-loop control laws (green

Table 3. Formation Flying Stick Activity (Coaxial-
Pusher)

Inner Outer
Loop Loop

Lateral Stick
Cutoff Frequency ωco [rad/sec] 2.44 2.29
Stick RMS [%] 3.71 2.82

Longitudinal Stick
Cutoff Frequency ωco [rad/sec] 1.81 1.36
Stick RMS [%] 4.53 2.56

triangles). In addition, the relevant results from the VMS
simulation (Ref. 5) are shown for comparison (blue cir-
cles). The error bars represent average, maximum, and
minimum ratings collected.
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Fig. 24. Handling qualities rating summary (tiltrotor).

As with the coaxial-pusher results, average HQRs for the
inner-loop control laws from the VMS experiment and
PSU simulator experiment are within 1 HQR for all of the
tasks, suggesting that the PSU simulator provided compa-
rable fidelity to the VMS for conducting high-speed han-
dling qualities evaluations.

Comparing the PSU simulator results for the inner- and
outer-loop control laws, the outer-loop control laws im-
prove the Break Turn ratings from Level 2 (average HQR
4.25) to Level 1 (average HQR 2). A significant im-
provement in handling qualities with the outer-loop con-
trol laws is also seen for the High-Speed Acceleration and
Deceleration MTEs, with ratings going from Level 2 (av-
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erage HQR 4 for High-Speed Acceleration and average
HQR 4.25 for High-Speed Deceleration) for the inner-
loop control laws to Level 1 (average HQR 1.5 for both
High-Speed Acceleration and Deceleration) for the outer-
loop control laws.

In the case of the Pitch Attitude Capture and Hold and
Pitch Sum-of-Sines Tracking MTEs, the results degraded
for the outer-loop control laws, going from Level 1 rat-
ings for the inner-loop control laws to Level 2 for the
outer-loop control laws. The following sections will dis-
cuss the results for each MTE in more detail.

Break Turn

Figure 25(a) shows the Break Turn MTE performance
of the tiltrotor inner-loop control laws for all data runs
for both pilots plotted against the desired and adequate
bounds. Pilot A was able to meet desired performance,
while Pilot B met desired performance on all parameters
except time to complete the maneuver (which was inside
the adequate bounds).

Figure 25(b) shows the Break Turn MTE performance of
the tiltrotor outer-loop control laws for all data runs for
both pilots. With the outer-loops engaged, times to com-
plete for both pilots were shorter and both pilots met de-
sired performance on all of their runs. In addition, there
was less variability in airspeed V and altitude h during the
maneuver, and the bank angle φ traces were qualitatively
smoother.

Pilot A rated the Break Turn MTE with the inner-loop
control laws an HQR 4 and BWLR 7. He commented
that he was “not guaranteed to make desired” when flying
this task with the inner-loop control laws. He noted that
he could be aggressive in roll and pitch, but that being
precise was hard. Pilot A commented that the critical axis
during this maneuver was pitch (trying to control vertical
rate during the turn) even though the roll axis was also
very active. In general, the bank angle was “a lot messier”
with the inner-loop control laws because the focus was so
much on pitch.

With the outer-loop control laws, Pilot A rated the Break
Turn MTE an HQR 2 and a BWLR 3. He commented
that the task was “much easier” and essentially became
a single axis task where only rolling into and out of the
turn had to be commanded by the pilot.

Pilot B rated the Break Turn MTE with the inner-loop
control laws an HQR 4.5 (due to his times to complete
being beyond the desired performance criteria). He com-
mented that the aircraft response was predictable, but that
when the aircraft was banked (during the steady portion
of the turn), it was very pitch sensitive.

With the outer-loop control laws, Pilot B rated the Break
Turn MTE with the tiltrotor an HQR 2. He commented

that it became “easy to meet desired [performance]” and
that he was “monitoring the pitch axis rather than inter-
acting with it.”

These results demonstrate the excellent airspeed and alti-
tude hold capabilities of the outer-loop control laws.

High-Speed Acceleration/Deceleration

Figure 26(a) shows the High-Speed Acceleration MTE
performance of the tiltrotor inner-loop control laws for
all data runs for both pilots plotted against the desired and
adequate bounds. Both pilots were able to meet desired
performance.

Figure 26(b) shows the High-Speed Acceleration MTE
performance of the tiltrotor outer-loop control laws for
all data runs for both pilots. Both pilots were also able to
meet desired performance with the outer-loops engaged,
with significantly less variability in altitude and pitch at-
titude.

Pilot A rated the High-Speed Acceleration MTE with the
tiltrotor inner-loop control laws an HQR 4 and BWLR
7. He commented that altitude was the most difficult
variable to control during this task. This was because at
the beginning of the task, the tiltrotor is controlled like a
conventional helicopter, with pitch attitude being used to
command acceleration [see negative pitch attitudes dur-
ing first part of maneuver, Figure 26(a), bottom subplot].
Eventually, as airspeed increases and the wing becomes
effective, pitch attitude has to be increased in order to
have a positive angle of attack on the wing. Having to
manage pitch attitude, collective, and nacelle angle dur-
ing this task led to a high workload rating. Pilot A did
note that near the end of the maneuver, in airplane mode,
altitude was well behaved and he was only concentrating
on using collective to manage airspeed.

Pilot A rated the High-Speed Acceleration MTE with the
tiltrotor outer-loop control laws an HQR 2 and BWLR 3.
He attempted the task using both the collective stick and
thumb hat switch to control acceleration and was able to
easily meet desired with both. Pilot A commented that
precision was “great” and that the task did not require any
control compensation. The only reason Pilot A rated the
task an HQR 2 instead of HQR 1 was because he had to
hold the thumb hat switch/collective up the entire run (as
opposed to being able to set a final airspeed and having
the outer-loop automatically go there).

Pilot B rated the High-Speed Acceleration MTE with the
tiltrotor inner-loop control laws an HQR 4. He noted that
to meet desired performance, he had to be very aggres-
sive with power and nacelle and so the highest workload
became managing altitude with the pitch axis. With the
outer-loop control laws, Pilot B rated the task an HQR 1.
He said the task was “easy” and only required holding the
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thumb hat switch down, with no control inputs required
in pitch.

Figure 27(a) shows the High-Speed Deceleration MTE
performance of the tiltrotor inner-loop control laws for
all data runs for both pilots plotted against the desired and
adequate bounds. Both pilots were able to meet desired
performance. Pilot B had one run that was completed
faster than the analytically determined minimum time to
complete Tmin, due to the higher pitch attitude attained
during the maneuver.

Figure 27(b) shows the High-Speed Deceleration MTE
performance of the tiltrotor outer-loop control laws for all
data runs for both pilots. Both pilots were able to meet
desired performance with the outer-loops engaged, with
significantly less variability in altitude and pitch attitude.

Pilot A rated the High-Speed Deceleration MTE with the
tiltrotor inner-loop control laws an HQR 4 and BWLR 7.
He commented that out of all of the maneuvers that he
flew in this simulation experiment, this was the “busiest”
one and that he could not individually isolate the controls.
He had to use longitudinal stick, collective, and nacelle
controls all at the same time. Although Pilot A noted that
he was able to make desired performance and that there
was “plenty of time” to complete the maneuver, he rated
it an HQR 4 because of the difficult altitude maintenance.

With the outer-loop control laws, Pilot A rated the High-
Speed Deceleration MTE an HQR 2 and BWLR 3. Pi-
lot A attempted the deceleration with both collective and
thumb hat switch and noted that it was easy to make
desired performance with both. He did note that preci-
sion with the thumb switch was more difficult (because
it only commands maximum deceleration) and timing the
release took a few practice runs. However, the collective
made it easier to be precise.

Pilot B rated the High-Speed Deceleration MTE with the
tiltrotor inner-loop control laws an HQR 4.5, noting the
high workload in the pitch axis to maintain altitude during
the task. Pilot B rated the MTE an HQR 1 with the outer-
loop control laws, and commented that altitude control
was “very tight” and that the task became just a “single
button press.”

Pitch Angle Capture and Hold

Figure 28 shows two example record runs for the Pitch
Angle Capture and Hold MTE, one with the inner-loop
control law and one with the outer-loop control laws. The
two runs shown are representative of the additional record
runs. Pilots were able to meet desired performance with
the inner-loop control laws, but had some excursions into
adequate performance with the outer-loop control laws,
which drove the Level 2 HQRs for the outer loops.

Pilot A rated the inner-loop control laws an HQR 2 for
the Pitch Angle Capture and Hold MTE. He commented
that the response was “heavily/too damped” and that the
aircraft felt like it had a lot of inertia. Pilot A noted that
the response was predictable and easy to stop, although
the slow initial acceleration caused him to lead his input
to get a faster response.

For the outer-loop control laws, Pilot A rated the Pitch
Angle Capture and Hold MTE an HQR 5. He com-
mented that it was “hard to be precise” with this con-
figuration since the magnitude of the overshoot was too
big. This corresponds to the large value for pitch attitude
dropback for the outer-loop control laws (Figure 11, last
row, third subplot) as compared to the inner-loop control
laws (Ref. 5).

Pilot B only tested the inner-loop control laws and gave
an HQR 2. He commented that the speed of the responses
was good, and that the response was “predictable” and
“well behaved.”

These results suggest that the pitch attitude dropback
value for the outer-loop control laws, which is in Level
1 at this airspeed, is too high and that the specification
boundary may need to be reduced.

Pitch Sum-of-Sines Tracking

Figure 29 shows the performance for the Pitch Sum-of-
Sines Tracking MTE for the tiltrotor. Both pilots were
able to meet desired performance with both sets of con-
trol laws, although performance for the inner-loop control
laws was significantly better for both pilots.

Pilot A rated the Pitch Sum-of-Sines Tracking MTE an
HQR 2 for the inner-loop control laws. He commented
that he had “no problem with precision,” was “not having
to compensate,” and “definitely liked this one.” He also
noted, though, that for the inner loops, although small
pitch motions were “easy/nice,” large pitch motions were
“hard.” This correlates well with Pilot A’s comments for
the Pitch Attitude Capture and Hold task that the inner-
loop control laws were too damped.

For the outer-loop control laws, Pilot A rated this task an
HQR 4. He commented that he “could still get desired
[performance],” but was required to “use a counter-move
to get aircraft to stop.” The pitch attitude dropback was
seen as uncommanded pitch motion by the pilot, which
he referred to as an “annoying deficiency.”

Pilot B rated the Pitch Sum-of-Sines Tracking MTE an
HQR 3 for the inner-loop control laws. He commented
that he could “easily meet desired [performance]” and
was “able to be aggressive.” Pilot B also noted that al-
though the response was well damped, he “did not want
quite as much [damping].”
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For the outer-loop control laws, Pilot B rated this task an
HQR 4. He noted that the responsiveness of the outer-
loop control laws was better, but with the penalty of over-
shoots. He also commented that although he was able to
meet desired performance, his stress level went up with
the outer-loop control laws as he was constantly making
inputs and always fixing the over-/under-shoot.

Formation Flying

Figure 30 shows the Formation Flying task time histo-
ries for two of Pilot A’s runs with the tiltrotor—one with
the inner-loop control laws and one with the outer-loop
control laws. Pilot A was able to get into the formation
position more quickly with the outer-loop control laws.
Both airspeed and climb rate traces are much smoother
and less oscillatory with the outer-loop control laws than
with the inner-loop control laws. Pilot A commented that
the task was “a lot easier” with the outer-loop control
laws as compared to the inner-loop control laws.

Table 4 lists the lateral and longitudinal stick activity dur-
ing this task. In both axes, the stick RMS was reduced for
the outer-loop control laws and the cutoff frequency was
higher. This is because with the outer-loop control laws,
the pilot tended to make fewer, small inputs, both in terms
of magnitude and duration. This correlates well with Pi-
lot A’s comment than flying this task with the outer-loops
was easier.

DISCUSSION

Overall, differences in Handling Qualities Ratings (both
positive and negative) between the inner- and outer-loop
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Fig. 29. Pitch Sum-of-Sines Tracking performance
(tiltrotor, 180 kts).

Table 4. Formation Flying Stick Activity (Tiltrotor)
Inner Outer
Loop Loop

Lateral Stick
Cutoff Frequency ωco [rad/sec] 1.17 3.75
Stick RMS [%] 3.64 2.58

Longitudinal Stick
Cutoff Frequency ωco [rad/sec] 0.815 3.05
Stick RMS [%] 3.51 2.56

control laws were larger for the tiltrotor than the coaxial-
pusher for two main reasons. First, the coaxial-pusher has
an independent thrust control (the pusher propeller) and
the inner-loop control laws contain a collective trim map.
This makes the High-Speed Acceleration/Deceleration
MTEs with the inner-loop control laws a single, decou-
pled axis task with Level 1 HQRs, and the outer-loop
control laws were not a significant improvement over this.
The coaxial-pusher inner-loop control laws also received
average borderline Level 1/Level 2 (HQR 3.5) ratings for
the Break Turn MTE. The outer-loop control laws im-
proved to a Level 1 rating of average HQR 3 for the Break
Turn MTE.

However, in the case of the tiltrotor with inner-loop
control laws, the High-Speed Acceleration/Deceleration
MTEs were very dynamic and coupled tasks, where the
pilot had to manage pitch attitude, collective, and nacelle
angle manually. This resulted in high workload (BWLR
7, which correlates to workload not tolerable for the task)
and Level 2 HQRs for the inner-loop control laws. In con-
trast, the outer-loop control laws made the High-Speed
Acceleration/Deceleration MTEs a single, decoupled axis
task, where now the pilot only had to command accelera-
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tion or deceleration directly, and the control system man-
aged pitch attitude, collective, and nacelle angle. This
resulted in a significant improvement in HQRs (average
HQR 1.5) and reduction in workload (BWLR 3, which
correlates to workload satisfactory without reduction). In
addition, the tiltrotor had a bigger improvement in HQRs
for the Break Turn MTE, going from solid Level 2 han-
dling qualities for the inner-loop control laws (average
HQR 4.25) to solid Level 1 (average HQR 2).

The second reason for a larger difference in HQRs be-
tween the inner- and outer-loop control laws for the tiltro-
tor than the coaxial-pusher is the larger difference in pitch
attitude dropback between the two control laws for the
tiltrotor. This resulted in the outer-loop handling qualities
of the tiltrotor degrading more than the coaxial-pusher for
the Pitch Sum-of-Sines Tracking and Pitch Attitude Cap-
ture and Hold MTEs. In the case of the coaxial-pusher,
there was a ∆HQR = 0.5 degradation in handling qualities
for the Pitch Sum-of-Sines Tracking MTE and a ∆HQR =
1.0 degradation for the Pitch Attitude Capture and Hold
MTEs with the outer-loop control laws. For the tiltrotor,
with the its large value of pitch attitude dropback for the
outer-loop control laws, there was ∆HQR = 1.5 degra-
dation in handling qualities for the Pitch Sum-of-Sines
Tracking MTE and a ∆HQR = 3.0 degradation for the
Pitch Attitude Capture and Hold MTE with the outer-loop
control laws.

The outer-loop control laws for both coaxial-pusher and
tiltrotor have Level 1 pitch attitude dropback at the flight
condition tested (VCAS = 180 kts), however the pitch
tracking tasks received borderline Level 1/Level 2 ratings
for the coaxial-pusher and solid Level 2 ratings for the
tiltrotor. In addition, most of the pilot comments about
these configurations were about the dropback characteris-
tics, confirming that dropback drove the HQRs. This sug-
gests that the dropback requirement should be included
as a Tier 1 specification in the control law design and
enforced with a more stringent boundary (as discussed
further in Ref. 17).

Overall, since the outer-loop control system improved
handling qualities for some tasks (Break Turn and High-
Speed Acceleration/Deceleration) while degraded han-
dling qualities for other tasks (Pitch Attitude Capture and
Hold and Pitch Sum-of-Sines Tracking)), it should be im-
plemented as a pilot selectable mode. The outer-loop
control system is best suited for flight path control and
gross maneuvering (e.g., getting into formation with a
tanker aircraft), while the inner-loop control system is
better suited for direct pitch attitude control (e.g., plug-
ging the refueling probe into the refueling drogue).

CONCLUSIONS

This paper discussed the development and optimization
of full-flight envelope outer-loop control systems for both
coaxial-pusher and tiltrotor aircraft. A dynamic inversion
control system architecture, based on a lower-order air-
speed V and climb rate ḣ model, was used for both aircraft
and was tuned to meet a common comprehensive set of
stability, handling-qualities, and performance specifica-
tions. A piloted simulation experiment was conducted in
the Pennsylvania State University (PSU) Flight Simulator
facility to assess the handling qualities of the outer-loop
control laws, with participation from two Army experi-
mental test pilots. The results of the simulation experi-
ment support the following conclusions:

1. A dynamic inversion architecture based on the iden-
tified two-state model worked well to control air-
speed and climb rate/flight path throughout the full
flight envelopes (hover-300 kts). Actual aircraft
responses tracked the commanded responses well,
with nearly no off-axis responses.

2. The multi-objective optimization method used to
tune the feedback gains of the outer-loop dynamic
inversion control system proved capable of deter-
mining designs which concurrently met a large num-
ber of frequency- and time-domain specifications
while minimizing over-design (i.e., most economi-
cal use of actuators and noise sensitivity).
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3. The outer-loop control laws significantly improved
handling qualities and reduced pilot workload for
the tiltrotor High-Speed Acceleration and Deceler-
ation tasks by automatically managing nacelle tilt
angle, symmetric rotor collective, and aircraft pitch
attitude/angle of attack for the pilot. For the coaxial-
pusher, with its direct thrust control, the outer-loop
control laws had slightly better overall High-Speed
Acceleration and Deceleration Handling Qualities
Ratings than the inner-loop control laws.

4. The outer-loop control laws also improved the pi-
lots’ ability to get into formation with a simulated
KC-130 aircraft, thus potentially improving han-
dling qualities during an aerial refueling task.

5. A trade-off between the improved handling qual-
ities and performance of the outer-loop control
laws for the Break Turn, High-Speed Accelera-
tion/Deceleration, and Formation Flying tasks was
seen with the reduced performance and handling
qualities during Pitch Sum-of-Sines Tracking and
Attitude Capture and Hold tasks. This was due to
the increased level of pitch attitude dropback of the
outer-loop flight path rate command response type
as compared to the inner-loop pitch rate command
response type.

6. Overall, pilots preferred the Flight Path Rate-
Command/Flight Path Angle-Hold response type of
the outer-loops for gross maneuvering and flight
path control, while for pitch tracking/pointing tasks
they preferred a pitch RCAH response type. This
suggests that the outer-loops should be implemented
as a pilot selectable mode, which the pilot can en-
gage based on the task they are performing (e.g.,
flight path vs. pitch attitude control).
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